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Abstract

This document defines RSERPOOL Redundancy-model Member Selection Policy parameter and the related procedures. This policy is designed to be flexible and capable of supporting a wide range of advanced redundancy models found in some high availability systems. The design uses the extensibility in RSERPOOL pool load sharing policy.
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1. Introduction

The pool member selection policy in RSERPOOL design [2][3] is both flexible and extensible. By observing the pool’s member selection policy a pool user (PU) can accomplish a wide range of different load distribution schemes and communications strategies across the pool elements (PE) in the pool.

Some most basic load distribution schemes, such as the round-robin and least used policies, are already defined in ASAP [1]. In this document, we define another member selection policy – Redundancy-model policy – in order to support a variety of more advanced redundancy models used in some high availability systems.

1.1 Definitions

This document uses the following terms:

Pool (or server pool): See [3];

Pool element (PE): See [3];

Pool user (PU): See [3];

ENRP namespace (or namespace): See [3];

ENRP namespace server (or ENRP server): See [3];

2. Conventions

The keywords MUST, MUST NOT, REQUIRED, SHALL, SHALL NOT, SHOULD, SHOULD NOT, RECOMMENDED, NOT RECOMMENDED, MAY, and OPTIONAL, when they appear in this document, are to be interpreted as described in [5].

3. Redundancy-model Member Selection Policy Parameter

This defines a new Member Selection Policy TLV structure that SHOULD be used to indicate the role of a PE in a high availability redundancy model. This definition follows the member selection policy extension rules described in Section 3.6? of [6]
The Type, Length, and Policy fields are defined in Section 3.6? in [6], with the addition of the following new Policy value:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x5</td>
<td>HA Redundancy-model support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other fields are defined as follows:

**High Availability (HA) role:** 8 bits (unsigned integer)

Indicating the role of the corresponding PE in the HA redundancy model. The following HA roles are currently defined:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>HA state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x1</td>
<td>No role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x2</td>
<td>Standby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x3</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x4</td>
<td>Dual role</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other values are reserved by IETF and MUST NOT be used.

**Service State:** 8 bit (unsigned integer)

Indicating the current service state elected by the corresponding PE. The following service states are currently defined:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Service state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x1</td>
<td>In service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x2</td>
<td>Stopping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other values are reserved by IETF and MUST NOT be used.
Backup PE Identifier Parameter:

This TLV is used in some redundancy models to indicate the designate backup of this PE. The format of PE Identifier Parameter is defined in [6]

More detailed description of the HA states and Service states are given in the following sections.

4. Member Selection Procedures under Redundancy-model Policy

When sending to a pool of Redundancy-model policy, a PU MUST use the following rules to select the recipient of the message:

1. When sending a new message for the first time to the pool, the PU SHOULD select a PE whose HA role is either "Active" or "Dual role" and service state is "In service." If more than one PEs in the pool qualify these criteria, the PU SHOULD select one of them as the recipient of this message in a round-robin fashion.

2. When the PU is re-sending a message which was previously sent to a PE (PE_A) in the pool but failed because PE_A is found unreachable (i.e., a fail-over case), the PU SHOULD select a qualified backup PE as the message recipient, by following the steps below:

   A. First check if PE_A has a designated backup PE, whose presence and PE Id are indicated by the presence of the "Backup PE Identifier Parameter" in the Member Selection Policy TLV of PE_A.

   B. If no backup is designated by PE_A, the PU SHOULD select a PE whose HA role is either "Standby" or "Dual role", and service state is "In service." If no such PE can be found in the pool, the PU SHOULD abort re-sending the message and notify the application about the failure. If multiple PEs exist in the pool that meet these criteria, the PU SHOULD select one of them in a round-robin fashion.

   C. If a backup (PE_B) is designated by PE_A and exists in the pool and its service state is "In service", the PU SHOULD select PE_B as the recipient of the message being re-sent, regardless of the HA state of PE_B.

   D. If a backup (PE_B) is designated by PE_A but does not exist in the pool (i.e., the PE Id in the "Backup PE Identifier Parameter" in PE_A does not match any PE in the pool), the PU SHOULD abort re-sending the message and notify the application...
about the failure.

E. If a backup (PE_B) is designated by PE_A and exists in the pool but its service state is NOT "In service", the PU SHOULD attempt to find a qualified backup for PE_B, by recursively invoking the above steps.

In the case where the failed PE does not have a designated backup and the sending PU has succeeded in finding a qualified backup PE for the failed PE using the above procedures, the PU MAY keep a record of its finding and use the same backup for all subsequent fail-over events that may occur on the same failed PE.

5. Examples for Implementing Various Redundancy Models

5.1 2N Redundancy with Active/Standby Protection

In this redundancy model there are two PEs registered in the pool; one has its HA role set to Active and the other’s set to Standby. The active PE is providing the service while the standby PE is prepared to take over the active role should the active PE fail.

In this redundancy model, the active PE does not have to have a designate backup, i.e., it does not need to include a "Backup PE Identifier Parameter" in its selection policy TLV when registering.

5.2 N+M Redundancy with Active/Standby Protection

This redundancy model allows flexible active-standby relationships to be defined between the PEs in a pool. A pool with the N+M redundancy model consists of N PEs registered with their HA role set to Active (active PEs) and M PEs registered with their HA role set to Standby (standby PEs).

Normally, the value of M is less than or equal to N, which means that a single PE can act as a standby for several active PEs at a time. A common use of the N+M redundancy model is N+1 redundancy. This is a special case of the N+M redundancy model. In the pool using N+1 redundancy, a single PE acts as a standby for all active PEs.

In operation, the active PEs are provided the service while the standby PEs are prepared to become backup to any of the active PEs, should one or more of them fails.

In this redundancy model, the active PEs do not have to have a designate backup, i.e., they do not need to include a "Backup PE Identifier Parameter" in their selection policy TLV when registering.
5.3 N-way Redundancy with Active/Standby Protection

In this redundancy model, there are N (an even number) PEs in the pool. The PEs are paired to form N/2 active/standby pairs. In each pair, the active PE is providing the service while the standby PE is prepared to take over the active role should the active PE fails. Load is distributed across the N/2 active PEs.

To implement such a pool, at registration each active PE needs to set its HA role to Active and indicate its designated backup by including a "Backup PE Identifier Parameter" in its selection policy TLV that contains the PE id of the backup. The standby PEs simply register with their HA role set to Standby and omit the "Backup PE Identifier Parameter."

5.4 N-way Redundancy with Active/Active Protection

In this redundancy model there are one or more PEs in the pool, and are registered with their HA role set to Dual role. All PEs in the pool are actively providing service and are prepared to backup others at the same time.

Note, this redundancy model can also be implemented (in some cases more efficiently) by using other active/active member selection policies such as the Round Robin and Weighted Round Robin policies (see Section 4.5.2? [1]).

6. Security Considerations

TBD
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